
CS536E: Graph Drawing Spring 2018

Lecture 14 & 15 — Feb 27 & Mar 1, 2018

Prof. Will Evans Scribe: Devon Graham

1 Overview

In these lectures we started to look at visibility representations of graphs. The first lecture fo-
cused on bar-visibility representations, and examined conditions under which a graph G can be
so represented. The second lecture focused on rectangle visibility graphs and rectangular contact
representations.

2 Bar Visibility Graphs [6, 4]

We represent a graph G = (V,E) by a collection of horizontal “bars”. Vertices V correspond to
horizontal line segments. Edges E correspond to vertical “visibility” segments between vertex seg-
ments. As an example, consider the following graph and a bar representation of it:
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Figure 1: A planar graph (left) and a bar-visibility representation of it (right).

Note that we imagine the visibility segments to have non-zero width, so that, for example, there is
no line-of-sight from bar 3 to bar 6 (dashed light red line).

We naturally ask the following questions:

(A) Given the vertex bars (coordinates of the endpoints) of any visibility representation, can we
efficiently construct a graph to which the representation corresponds?

(B) Given an arbitrary planar graph, can we construct a bar visibility representation for it, or
can we determine when we can’t?

2.1 Determine a Graph from a Visibility Representation

This can be done efficiently in O(n log n) time using a vertical line sweep algorithm. We can sort the
bars by endpoints and then imagine a vertical line “sweeping” across the bars. As the sweep-line
intersects the endpoints of the bars we keep track of these events in a balanced search tree. We
can then iterate this tree to find the neighbours of each node in the underlying graph.
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2.2 Determine a Visibility Representation from a (Planar) Graph

Let G = (V,E) be a graph. First, observe that we may assume G is connected, since we can always
draw any connected components completely independently of one another. Also observe that any
non-planar graph is not bar visibility representable since any such representation would require
that the bars for two nodes are able to “see through” some other bar. However, planarity is not a
sufficient condition for bar visibility representability, as the following example shows:

Figure 2: A planar graph that is not bar-visibility representable.

As it turns out, the problem with this graph is that it has multiple cut-vertices (shown in light blue)
which do not lie on the same face. So interestingly, it is the sparsity not the density of this graph
that makes it hard to draw as a bar representation. We will see how this relates to bar-visibility
representations.

Definition 1. An st-orientation of a graph G is a directed acyclic graph obtained by orienting
the edges of G such that vertex s is the only source, and vertex t is the only sink. A vertex is a
source if it has in-degree 0, and is a sink if it has out-degree 0.

Note that the graph in Figure 2 cannot be st-oriented as it has three vertices of degree 1 (each
of which would need to be either source or sink).

Definition 2. A topological numbering of a DAG G = (U, V ) is a function f : V → R such
that for all (u, v) ∈ E f(u) < f(v) (where the edge (u, v) is directed from u to v).

Claim 3. If G is planar and has an st-orientation, then G is a bar-visibility graph.

Topologically numbering the vertices of a graph G and its planar dual G∗ will give us the
positions and lengths of the bars in G’s bar-visibility representation (see Figure 3). Given a vertex
v, the height of v (denoted y(v)) is simply v’s value in the topological numbering of G. To determine
the endpoints of the bar for v, observe that the st-orientation of G naturally associates two faces
of G with v as shown in Figure 4. The value of these faces in the topological ordering of G∗ give
us the endpoints of the bar for v. If xl(v) and xr(v) denote the values in the topological ordering
of v’s left and right faces respectively, then a natural choice for the endpoints of the bar associated
with v is (xl(v), xr(v) − 1). Given an edge (u, v) in our original graph G, we will have a visibility
segment from y(u) to y(v). The position of this segment will be the value of the left face of (u, v) in
the topological ordering of G∗. However, to ensure non-zero-width visibility segments, and prevent
unwanted visibilities we need to scale endpoints of the bars slightly, and close certain “gaps” which
might allow unwanted visibilities (see Figure 5).
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Figure 3: A graph G (left). An st-orientation of G with topological ordering shown in blue (centre).
G along with its dual G∗ with st-orientation and topological ordering of G∗ shown in red (right).

vLeft face of v

Right face of v

Figure 4: Two faces of G that we can associate with vertex v in the st-orientation of G.
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Figure 5: The construction of a bar-visibility graph naively (left), with rescaling (centre), and after
closing “gaps” (right).
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Theorem 4. A graph G is a bar-visibility graph iff G has a planar embedding with all cut vertices
on the outer face.

Proof. (=⇒) From the bar visibility representation of G we can easily construct a planar embedding
by simply “contracting” each bar into a point and “bending” the lines of sight to be edges. So
suppose that after doing this some cut vertex c is on a face F that is not the outer face. Since c is a
cut vertex, F must enclose some components of G\{c}. Let v 6= c be the “topmost” (or bottommost
depending on c) vertex in these enclosed components. Where “topmost” means in terms of the
bar-visibility representation. Since v is inside of a cycle, its segment must see the segment of some
vertex u that is above (or below) it and is not one of the enclosed components. So the components
are not disconnected by c since there is visibility, and so c is not a cut vertex, a contradiction.
(⇐=) Suppose G has a planar embedding with all cut vertices on the outer face. We will call a cut
vertex “interesting” if its removal from G yields an “interesting” block: a component containing
no other cut vertices (with respect to G). Let ci be the set of interesting cut vertices, and Bi the
associated blocks. From each Bi choose vi 6= ci to be a vertex on the outer face of G. Now consider
adding a new vertex x to G, and an edge between x and each vi. Since the vi’s are on the outer
face, planarity is maintained. And this new graph is bi-connected, and so has an st-orientation. So
by Claim 3, G with the inclusion of x is a bar-visibility graph. And if we set s = x then the bar
for X can be removed without adding any new visibilities, and yielding a bar-visibility graph for
G.

3 Rectangle Visibility Graphs

Given a graph G = (V,E), we now consider representing vertices in V as rectangles in such a
way that for vertices u, v ∈ V , (u, v) is an edge in G iff there is visibility (horizontal or vertical)
between the rectangles for u and v. If G has such a representation we call it a Rectangle Visibility
Graph (RVG). Unlike the case of bar-visibility graphs, there is no known characterization of RVG’s.
Determining whether a general graph G is a RVG is known to be NP-hard. However, there are
results for some special cases. For example, every planar graph is a RVG [6]. It is also known that
K5,5 is not a RVG, but adding one more edge to K5,5 yields a graph which is [1]. It is also known
that RVG’s have at most 6|V | − 20 edges.

3.1 Rectangular Dissection [2]

We will consider the special case of RVG’s that are Rectangular Dissections. That is, they contain
no space between any adjacent rectangles. We will further restrict our attention to rectangular
dissections that have no point at which 4 rectangles meet. The rectangular dissection of a graph
G yields a new graph, called G’s rectangular dual, where each rectangle corresponds to a vertex,
and there is an edge between two vertices iff their corresponding rectangles are in contact in the
rectangular dissection.

Theorem 5. A graph G has a rectangular dual with 4 bounding rectangles iff G is a 4-connected
planar triangulation with an outer 4-cycle.

Proof. (=⇒) Suppose G has a rectangular dual with 4 bounding rectangles. Then G is clearly
planar with an outer 4-cycle since the rectangular dual is a rectangular dissection with 4 bounding
rectangles. Since we are not allowing points where 4 rectangles meet, there can be no 3-cycles in
G. And since there are no gaps between adjacent rectangles, there are no separating 3-cycles in G.
Thus G is a 4-connected planar triangluation.
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(⇐=) [3] Suppose G is a 4-connected, planar triangulation with outer 4-cycle. We only sketch some
of the key components in the construction of G’s rectangular dual:

• First, compute the canonical ordering on G and direct the edges from low values to high
values.

• For each vertex v, we assign the following labels to edges incident on v. The edge into v with
lowest number is the “base edge”. The leftmost and rightmost outgoing edges of v are the
“left/blue edge” and “right/red edge”, respectively.

• Classify each “base edge” as blue if it is the rightmost incoming edge, and as red if it the
leftmost incoming edge.

• Construct two st-graphs, a red one and a blue one, based on the edge colourings.

• Construct the planar dual graphs of each st-graph.

• Label the dual vertices with their longest path distances.

• For each vertex v of G, we extract the position of the corners of the corresponding rectangle
as follows: In the blue st-graph, the dual labels of v’s left and right face give the rectangle’s
first and second x-coordinates, respectively. In the red st-graph, the dual labels of v’s right
and left face give the rectangle’s first and second y-coordinates, respectively.

3.2 Rectangle Layouts [2]

We now consider general rectangle layouts, where two vertices are adjacent if and only if their
corresponding rectangles touch each other in the layout (we require the point of contact to have
non-zero width, disallowing corner-to-corner contacts).

Theorem 6. [5] A graph G has a rectangle layout iff G is a proper subgraph of a 4-connected
planar triangulation.

Proof. (=⇒) We can simply add additional rectangles to fill any “holes” in the rectangle layout
and reduce this problem to the setting of Theorem 5.
(⇐=) Suppose that G is a proper subgraph of H, a 4-connected planar triangulation. Since it
is proper, H contains an edge not present in G, call it e. Then the faces on either side of e are
triangles. Subdivide e by adding a node in its centre, and add an additional edge from this new
node to each other node in the left and right faces of e. Repeat this process for each edge in H\G
and call this new graph H ′. Then G is clearly a proper subgraph of H ′, and H ′ is still 4-connected,
planar and a triangulation. So we can again apply Theorem 5 to conclude that H ′ is a rectangular
dissection. We can thus arrive at a rectangle layout for G by simply removing the rectangles which
correspond to any vertex in H ′\G.
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